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Within a few moments of listening to a live or recorded performance led by Teodor Currentzis, 
you realize something different is unfolding. Nothing sounds taken for granted. What you 
assumed to be familiar parameters of a well-known piece—tempo, dynamics, accentuation— 

are suddenly open to question, the music propelled by a spirit of fierce collective concentration. 

Early-music aficionados are well acquainted with 
this sort of experience. The overall effect of the  
Currentzis touch suggests a parallel with the impact 
that performances conducted by Nikolaus Harnoncourt 
or Christopher Hogwood made during the early years 
of the historically informed performance revolution. 
Currentzis’ approach to music is inevitably reminiscent 
of the countercultural, fringe stance with which 
period-instrument evangelists were identified decades 
ago—before HIP-influenced techniques became 
accepted as part of the mainstream. 

In November, the Greek-born Currentzis and  
musicAeterna—the conductor’s handpicked instrumental 
and choral ensembles, with which he has worked 
closely since founding them in 2004—will make their 
long-awaited North American debut with Verdi’s 
Requiem as part of the inaugural season of The Shed 
at Hudson Yards on Manhattan’s West Side.

“When I first actually encountered Teodor  
Currentzis—and, as importantly, heard the results of 
the relationship he’s developed with musicAeterna—
this music I’ve loved all my life was reawakened in his  
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Teodor Currentzis in rehearsal  
with musicAeterna



hands,” says Alex Poots, chief executive and artistic 
director of The Shed. While other conductors can 
achieve the same effect, the difference for Poots was 
that Currentzis and his musicians “brought the vitality 
and urgency of that music to life in such a visceral and 
luminous way. One of the first calls I made when I 
started scheduling this season was to him.”

With the Verdi Requiem project, Poots will at  
last be able to realize a dream of interdisciplinary  
collaboration with Currentzis. In 2013, Poots had 
hoped to present an ambitious undertaking with the 
conductor to mark the centennial of Stravinsky’s The 
Rite of Spring that would have involved recreating the 
original Ballets Russes production with musicAeterna 
for the Manchester International Festival and New 
York’s Park Avenue Armory, which Poots directed  
prior to The Shed. The logistical hurdles, however, 
proved intractable. (One requirement for the staging 
necessitated getting approval to ship tons of animal 
bone dust from China.) To accompany musicAeterna’s 
Requiem performances, The Shed commissioned  
a cinematic work from the influential avant-garde 
filmmaker Jonas Mekas. This “visual counterpoint” 
turned into a de facto swan song by Mekas, founder  
of the Anthology Film Archives on the Lower East 
Side, who died in January at the age of 96.

Over the past decade and a half, fascination with 
Currentzis’ work has spread from Russia, where the 
conductor is based, across Western Europe, and is now 
at fever pitch. Sold-out engagements are the norm, 
with correspondingly jacked-up resale tickets. In 2017, 
Currentzis and musicAeterna opened the Salzburg 
Festival—the first time a Russian ensemble had been 
invited to do so in the festival’s history—with a  
production of Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito directed 
by Peter Sellars. The two artists, who were first  

engaged by Gerard Mortier to create a double bill  
of Tchaikovsky’s Iolanta and Stravinsky’s Perséphone, 
have since become frequent collaborators. (Other 
projects have included Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas and 
The Indian Queen, both of which present fascinating 
examples of Currentzis’ rebellious approach to early 
music.) Most recently, they partnered to open the 
2019 Salzburg Festival with a new production of  
Mozart’s Idomeneo. Yet even such mainstream  
acceptance has failed, so far, to dull the radical  
edge that is the Currentzis brand. 

Like the pioneers of HIP, Currentzis, 47, generates 
strongly polarizing reactions. That will undoubtedly  
be the case when New York audiences experience  
his work in live performance—a necessary condition 
for this conductor. One facet of his artistry is almost 
atavistic, recalling the kind of unreproducible aura  
of “golden age” conductors that can be at best  
superficially counterfeited even with state-of-the-art 
recording technology. 

Whenever Currentzis conducts, he triggers  
hosannas of praise or vitriolic condemnation; it’s  
hard to find verdicts of mere mediocrity. In 2005,  
a Moscow production of Aida staged by Dmitri  
Tcherniakov—another sympathetic collaborator given, 
like Sellars, to radical revisions—inspired one critic to 
accuse the conductor of producing “the most vulgar 
and revolting sounds he could manage.” 

At the same time, Currentzis’ concerts and  
recordings are hailed by admirers as transformative 
experiences. “Many musicians have visions, but 
Teodor is also able to put them into practice,” says 
the violinist Patricia Kopatchinskaja, a like-minded 
maverick performer who has recorded with Currentzis 
and musicAeterna and appeared with them at such 
prestigious endeavors as the Lucerne Festival. “Besides 
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A scene from a production of Purcell’s The Indian Queen  
conducted by Teodor Currentzis and directed by Peter Sellars 
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technique, Teodor has a mystical or visionary side 
to him. He is able to see behind the score: meaning, 
emotions, life, and death. He often can recreate states 
of mind the composer must have been in.”

The Currentzis phenomenon began in Russia, 
where the conductor acquired citizenship and launched 
his professional career through his leadership of 
the musicAeterna chorus and orchestra. Enhancing 
his mystique is the fact that Currentzis deliberately 
chose to build his reputation not only by challenging 
mainstream assumptions but also by operating in the 
geographical margins. From 2004 to 2010, he helmed 
the State Academic Opera and Ballet Theater in  
Novosibirsk in southern Siberia—an imposing edifice 
built near the end of the Stalin era. Then, in 2011, he 
took on the post of artistic director of the Tchaikovsky 
Opera and Ballet Theater in Perm, a city situated at 
the border of Europe and Asia that served in Soviet 
times as a center for weapons manufacture. 

As this story was going to press, Currentzis announced 
that he would resign from that position as of September 
2019. He rebuked the city's authorities in an open 
letter for “lack of understanding,” a result of the failure 

to come through with previously discussed plans to 
build a long-promised new performance space. However, 
Currentzis will continue to lead the annual International 
Diaghilev Festival there that he founded in homage 
to the boyhood home of the famous impresario and 
Stravinsky collaborator. Currentzis expresses a deep  
affinity for Diaghilev’s interdisciplinary vision of  
artistic collaboration—a vision echoed by Poots’  
programming ambitions for The Shed.

For the time being, Currentzis has announced  
his intention to continue with musicAeterna as an  
 

independent entity based in St. Petersburg and  
Moscow, with regular tours to cities in regional Russia. 
It was at the St. Petersburg State Conservatory that he 
had his formative experiences under the mentorship of 
Ilya Musin (whose conducting students also included 
Valery Gergiev—with whom the young Currentzis 
clashed during a stint at the Mariinsky Theatre—and 
Yuri Temirkanov). During his St. Petersburg years, 
Currentzis also began gathering the core of music- 

Aeterna around him. They initially made their name 
in that city through their series of early-music and 
contemporary fare. 

The outlook of early-music practitioners shaped 
Currentzis profoundly. He describes an HIP-related 
epiphany from his childhood in his native Athens, 
where he became a violin student in the National 
Conservatory at the age of 12. Having run across  
a period-instrument recording of Pergolesi’s Stabat  
Mater, Currentzis felt as if he were encountering  
a piece entirely different from the one he knew from  
a best-selling record. (He diplomatically refrains from 
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Teodore Currentzis and violinist Patricia  
Kopatchinskaja are frequent collaborators.
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identifying the musicians.) “I asked my mother, who 
was also a musician: ‘Why are these unknown players 
on a minor label so expressive, while the famous stars 
do not feel the music?’ My teachers were still very 
skeptical about period instruments. But then HIP 
evolved and became so much better, with tunings that 
had been impossible at the beginning of the 1980s.” 

As the movement became more accepted, Currentzis 
believes, it started to lose “the energy, the sense of 

getting into the original spirit of the composer—all of 
these things that came from the early-music movement 
as an anti-establishment force.” So he took what he 
had learned of its techniques and practices—above 
all, its openness to rethinking the minutest details of 
articulation—and went his own way, determined to 
apply the “anti-establishment” vigor of HIP thinking 
to the entire spectrum of music history—up to and 
including contemporary avant-garde. 

Internationally, Currentzis and musicAeterna first 
became known primarily through their recordings  
 

of the Mozart-Da Ponte operas, which they began in  
2013 in Perm, inaugurating an exclusive relationship 
with Sony Classical. These accounts are replete  
with characteristic experimentation that rejects 
standard assumptions. For the continuo, for example, 
Currentzis blends the sonorities of theorbo, guitar,  
and even hurdy-gurdy.

Such unorthodox choices result from Currentzis’ 
affinity for composers whose scores contain minimal 

instructions, according to Sellars. “They give you  
permission to be part of how this music is created.  
It’s about that sense of pleasure—with Bach, Mozart, 
Beethoven, even Schumann—when you are in a world 
of great improvisers and are invited to match their  
level of creativity, to take what’s written in the score 
like a jazz player and use that as a basis to go to  
new places.” 

Another significant insight from historic practice 
revolves around music’s relationship to the body and 
the role of dance. Painting a picture of the early years 
of musicAeterna, Sellars describes how the musicians 
learned to incorporate Baroque rhythms on the  
deepest, most intuitive level: “They took meditating 
classes together and learned to breathe together.  
They also took Baroque dance classes. Everyone in  
the orchestra can actually dance a sarabande, a gigue, 
or a gavotte. These rhythmic gestures of the dance—
the forms in which music was written up through  
Beethoven—are in their bodies, so the phrasing is 
already on another level of excitement and intensity. 
Most people have this incredibly materialistic concept 
of music—as if it’s this particular tempo and dynamic— 
all of which are outside the music. Teodor is inside the 
music, understanding it from its core.” 
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Teodor Currentzis in concert 

A new production of Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito conducted  
by Teodor Currentzis and directed by Peter Sellars opened  

the 2017 Salzburg Festival in the Felsenreitschule.



With Currentzis, this aha-effect of reawakening  
energies dormant in the score goes far beyond  
Purcell and Mozart and applies to Verdi, Tchaikovsky, 
Shostakovich, and even Mahler. The conductor’s latest 
Sony release with musicAeterna is an account of Mahler’s 
Sixth Symphony, which Erica Jeal, writing in The 
Guardian, aptly described as having “the urgency 
and raw edge of Roger Norrington rub[bing] up 
against the red-blooded glitz of Leonard Bernstein.” 

“We lost the flexibility of articulation with the 
appearance of conductors, and Gustav Mahler was the 
greatest conductor of all time,” Currentzis says. “We 
know this was lost with the post-Romantic orchestra, 
when bigger ensembles and halls appeared, because 
Mahler writes all of his articulation in the score in 
such a scrupulous way.” 

Such prescriptions are absent from J.S. Bach’s  
scores “because in that time, people knew how to 
approach these texts with the right articulation. With 
big ensembles, we lost the face and personality of 
musical performance.” Currentzis sees one aspect of 
his mission as a conductor to be to retrieve this lost art 
of understanding how to breathe life into the artifact 
represented by a written score. 

Says Sellars: “Where Teodor starting shocking 
everyone was in playing composers like Tchaikovsky 
in a way you never hear him played. He understands 
that Tchaikovsky loved 18th-century music. What 
was once performed in the Soviet context like steroid 
triumphal music [in Iolanta] turns out to be music of 
despair but also, as with Mozart’s Requiem, a journey, 
step by step, out of darkness towards the light.” 

A similar revelation occurs in musicAeterna’s recording 
of Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 14 (the Soviet  
composer’s response to Mussorgsky’s Songs and Dances 
of Death), for which Currentzis had his musicians 
use gut strings. The justification? “Shostakovich was 
becoming more connected with ancient music and 
approaching modernity through it,” says Currentzis. 
“It’s similar in the String Quartet No. 15, with its 
muted and low open strings. Shostakovich knew what 
Nikolaus Harnoncourt was doing in the 1960s. My 
idea here was not to present this as the Symphony No. 
14 by a well-known composer but as a unique piece 
from the past that needs a special treatment. The gut 
strings give this incredible sonority of death, fragility, 
but also power in attacks.” 

What Currentzis has absorbed from the HIP  
outlook is both a flexibility of approach and a  
preoccupation with far-reaching research: not only 
musicological but across all of the arts, philosophy, 
history, and anything else that seizes the omnivorous 
conductor’s attention. Both aspects encourage  
constant experimentation.

In the case of Verdi’s Requiem—which musicAeterna 
and its leader toured widely through Europe this past 
spring (including a stop at church of San Marco in 
Milan, where the work was first performed in 1874)—
Currentzis insists that it not be approached as an opera 
“but as serious polyphonic music that needs good 
balance. It’s almost impossible to hear this immense 
polyphony in the ears, without having to consult the 
score. My intention is to bring out the spirituality  
of the piece without losing the absolute transparency 
of all of the lines,” he says. 

“For this, I need musicians [versed in] early music 
who can listen to the singers and consort singers with 
powerful voices and projection.” The first step involves 
working out the proportions of strings, winds, and  
so on. “Only when everything breathes inside can  
you feel free to put in the spirituality and the heart — 
without losing the sense of air and space, the  
transparency of the voices.”
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Currentzis in discussion during a musicAeterna rehearsal 
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Achieving such results requires immense amounts 
of preparation—and a level of devotion on the part of 
the musicians that is at odds with Western standards 
of tightly regimented rehearsal schedules. “The way 
musicAeterna functions is a challenge to America’s 
union-based orchestral culture, with its very narrow 
emotional bandwidth,” Sellars says. “This is such a 
radical departure from the routine and predictability 
of the American classical music world. His concerts are 
like rock concerts. The energy and wildness and sense 
of being at the edge of danger are always present.  
But at the same time, since he is such a profoundly 
spiritual being, the meditative and transcendent  
element is also quite overwhelming.”

“Teodor is somehow able to get  
the best collaborators into his orchestra,” 
Kopatchinskaya says. “Musicians are 
seeking intensive, deep-digging  
rehearsals. They are tired of quick  
‘copy/paste’ conductors who operate  
only with a surface. There are several 
laureates of the Tchaikovsky  
Competition in his violin section.  
They’re all able to play any core- 
repertory concerto perfectly, better  
than me—and without any preparation. 
I’d say they’re the best of the young 
generation of Russian violinists: 
open-minded, curious, and  
knowledgeable. They all came to  
Perm to learn, improve, dream  
with him.”

Currentzis’ long-into-the-night  
rehearsals might suggest images of  
an old school dictator-conductor, yet  
several musicians who spoke about  
working with him report the opposite. Says  
principal second violinist Artemy Savchenko,  
a member of musicAeterna since 2007: “This has  
been the most interesting musical experience of my 
life. There are always fireworks. Even rehearsals are like 
concerts. It’s not like the concerts become a ‘better’ 
version of what we are playing.” 

The countertenor Andrey Nemzer, who just  
completed his first season as part of the musicAeterna 
chorus, finds Currentzis to be a “wise psychologist” 
who always keeps “the humanity of the singers” in 

view: “I have performed with many choirs around  
the world. What is unique about musicAeterna is  
the combination of professionalism and love and 
respect for each other in one ensemble. The rehearsals 
are exhausting. Without supporting each other, we 
would not be able to achieve these results.”

“Summing up the experience in his rehearsals and 
concerts,” says Kopatchinskaja, “this is one of total 
immersion and mystical participation in music. If in 
true chamber music the whole, the ensemble is more 
than the sum of its parts, then the same applies to 
music-making with Teodor and his expert musicians.”

Last season, Currentzis embarked on his tenure  
as chief conductor of Germany’s SWR Symphony 

Orchestra. Even with different focal repertoire,  
he has been able to achieve similar results with  
these musicians. “This is something I believe you can 
transfer when you see people are devoted and have 
this mindset”—a mindset of “searching for the truth 
of performance” that he identifies with early-music 
rebels. “The practice of early music gives us courage  
to understand what the present of music is for us. 
History is our personal discovery. We need to  
understand history through our personal  
experience, not as information in a book.”

Thomas May is a writer, critic, educator, and translator. He is the English-language editor for the  
Lucerne Festival and contributes to the New York Times, Seattle Times, Musical America, and many  

other  publications. He also blogs about the arts at www.memeteria.com.
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Teodor Currentzis rehearsing with musicAeterna  
and its chorus at the Salzburg Festival in 2017 


